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                       UNIT 1: "HELLO EVERYBODY"  

Grammar; 
The verb to be; (am- is- are)  

v Affirmative forms of the verb to be:  
 

 

vv Negative Forms of the verb to be:  
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vv Interrogative forms of the verb to be:  

 
  
 

v 'WH' Question:  

 
 

üü Remember:  

vv I, you, he, she, it, you, they are subject pronouns 

vv am, are, is are forms of the verb to be in the simple present. 

vv 'm, 're, 's are short (contracted) forms of am, are, is 

vv 'm not, aren't, isn't are short (contracted forms) of am not, are 
not, is not  

vv Use the simple present tense to indicate:  



 3 

 

 

1. Routine actions, habits 2. Facts  

vv The verb be is used in the following patterns:  

1. With a noun: 
My mother is a teacher. 2. With an adjective: This soup is very 
tasty.  

Possessive Adjectives; 

We use possessive adjectives to show who owns or "possesses" 
something. The  

Using a & an:  

*Using an and a does not depend on the spelling of the word it comes 
before, it depends on the pronunciation of the word. In most cases 
though, an is used before words that begin with vowels (a, e, i, o u.):  

an apple an elephant  

* If a word starts with a consonant sound, use a. a ball  

a car 
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Plural Nouns;  

Simply adding the letter s creates the plural form of most nouns. 

 Snake = snakes  

vv Words that end in -ch, x, s or s-like sounds, however, will require 
an -es for the plural:  

Witch = witches  

vv  There are several nouns that have irregular plural forms, such as:   

Child = children  

vv If the noun ends with a consonant plus -y, make the plural by 
changing -y to -ies:  

vv But if the noun ends in a vowel + y, the-y doesn’t change;  

Prepositions;  

*We use in for an enclosed place;  

In the garden/in London/in my wallet * We use from in these cases; 
Where are you from?  
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                               UNIT 2: “Meeting People”  

Grammar; 
Questions with question words;  
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Yes/No Questions:  

 

Possessive 's :  

When we want to show that something belongs to somebody or 
something, we usually add 's to a singular noun and an apostrophe ' to a 
plural noun, for example:  

• the boy's ball (one boy)  
• the boys' ball (two or more boys)  
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                            UNIT 3: "The World of Work"   

Grammar; 

Present simple 1 

We use the present tense:  

1. For repeated or regular actions in the present time period.  

� John sleeps eight hours every night during the week.  

2. For facts.  

� The President of The USA lives in The White House.  

3. For habits.  

� I get up early every day.  

4. For things that are always / generally true.  

� It rains a lot in winter.  

 

Verb Conjugation & Spelling  

We form the present tense by using the base form of the infinitive 
(without the TO).  

In general, in the third person we add 'S' in the third person.  
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The spelling for the verb in the third person differs depending on the 
ending of that verb:  

1. For verbs that end in -O, -CH, -SH, -SS, -X, or -Z we add -ES in the 
third person.  

� go – goes 
2. For verbs that end in a consonant + Y, we remove the Y and add -IES.  

� Study – studies  

NOTE: For verbs that end in a vowel + Y, we just add -S.  

Play – plays  

Pronouns;  
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Prepositions -2  

A preposition is used to show direction, location, or time, or to introduce 
an object. 

Here are a few common prepositions and examples.  

On  

üü Used to express a surface of something:  

I put an egg on the kitchen table.  

üü Used to specify days and dates: 

The garbage truck comes on Wednesdays.  

I was born on the 14th day of June in 1988. 

üü Used to indicate a device or machine, such as a phone or computer:  

He is on the phone right now.  

üü Used to indicate a part of the body:  

The stick hit me on my shoulder.  

At 

üü Used to point out specific time:  

I will meet you at 12 p.m. 
üü Used to indicate a place:  

There were hundreds of people at the park.  

üü Used to indicate an email address: Please email me at 
abc@defg.com.  
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                                    UNIT 4: “Take it Easy”  

Grammar;  

Present Simple 2 

üü Negative Sentences in the Simple Present Tense  

To make a negative sentence in English we normally use Don't or 
Doesn't with all verbs EXCEPT To Be and Modal verbs (can, might, 
should etc.).  

Affirmative: You speak French. Negative: You don't speak French.  

You will see that we add don't between the subject and the verb. We use 
Don't when the subject is I, you, they or we.  

� Affirmative: He speaks German. Negative: He doesn't speak German..  

üü Questions in the Simple Present Tense  

To make a question in English we normally use Do or Does. It has no 
translation in Spanish though it is essential to show we are making a 
question. It is normally put at the beginning of the question.  

� Affirmative: You speak English. Question: Do you speak English?  

You will see that we add DO at the beginning of the affirmative sentence 
to make it a question. We use Do when the subject is I, you, we or they.  

� Affirmative: He speaks French. Question: Does he speak French?  

Word Order of Questions with Do and Does  

The following is the word order to construct a basic question in English 
using Do or Does.  
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Short Answers with Do and Does  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In questions that use do/does it is possible to give short answers to direct 
questions as follows:  

 

 üü Adverbs of Frequency;  
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üü Like/love+verb+ing: 

When one verb is followed by another, the second verb can either be an  

infinitive or an –ing form.. Like/love 
e.g. I like watching old films on TV.  

Prepositions of Time 3  

In/on/at  

We use: 
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                              UNIT 5: "Where Do You Live?"  

Grammar; 

üü There is/are 
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üü Some and Any: 

The words some and any are used when the speaker cannot specify or 
does not  

need/want to specify a number or an exact amount In general, some is 
used in positive sentences:  

� This job is going to take some time. 
In general, any is used in negative sentences and questions:  

� I looked in the cupboard but I couldn't find any biscuits. 
In fact, the use of some/any is a little more complicated. Following are 
two  

common occasions when the above "rules" are "broken":  

1. We can use some in questions when offering/requesting:  

� Would you like some more tea?  

2. We use any in positive sentences when we mean it doesn't matter 
which ..:  

� You can come and ask for my help any time.  
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üü This/That/These/Those:  

 

 

üü Linking Words (and-but-so-because) ;  

Linking words help you to connect ideas and sentences, so that people 
can follow your ideas.  
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                          UNIT 6: "Can You Speak English"  

Grammar;  

üü Can/Can't/Could/Couldn’t;  

1-We use 'can' to talk about 'possibility'. 

 
e.g. You can leave your car in that parking space.  

2-We use 'can' to talk about 'ability'.  

e.g. I can speak French 

 
3-We use 'can' to ask for and give permission.  

e.g. Can I speak to you or are you too busy?  

4-We use 'can' in offers, requests and instructions  

e.g. Can I help?  

 

Remember: Can is the same for all subjects. We don't add an 'S' in the 
third person (like other verbs)  

The verb that comes after Can is in the infinitive without to  

� I can speak Spanish.  
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Negative; 

To form the negative we add "not" after can to form one word: cannot. 
We can also contract the negative to form can't. (can't = cannot)  

� I cannot play the piano. We can't go to the cinema tonight.  

Questions;  

To form the question we change the position of the subject and the 
auxiliary verb. The main verb is still in the infinitive without to.  

� Where can I buy an ice cream? 

 
Remember; we use could/couldn’t as the past tense of can/can’t.  
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                             UNIT 7: "Then and Now"  
 

Grammar; 

Past Simple- regular and irregular verbs;  
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Question and Negative; 

üü We use did to form a question in the past simple  

üü We use didn’t to form the negative.  

Time Expressions;  
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                             UNIT 8: "How Long Ago?"  

Grammar;  

Past Simple-2  

Negatives in the Past Simple are the same in all persons.  

Ago;  

Ago is an adverb, which is used in past tenses, and it always comes after 
an expression of time: I went to the U.S.A ten years ago.  

Time Expressions; 

On: day/day of the week plus part of the day, e.g. on Sunday morning  

In: part of the day except (night) month/season/year/century 

 
At: time  
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                             UNIT 9: "Food You Like"  

 

Count and Uncount Nouns:  

Count nouns are things which can be counted. That means that there can 
be more than one of them. Also, when a count noun is singular and 
indefinite, the article “a/an” is often used with it.  

Non-count nouns (or uncounted nouns) are usually things which cannot 
be counted, such as rice or water. Non-count nouns have a singular form, 
but when they are indefinite, we either use the word “some” or nothing 
at all instead of an article.  

 

Like and Would Like 

When ‘like’ is followed by a verb then it should be taken in the sense of 
‘enjoy’ as  

in the sentences ‘I like singing’ and ‘I like playing cricket on the beach’. 
‘Would like’ on the other hand is used in the sense of ‘want’ as in the 
sentences:  

1. I would like to go to the beach if time permits.     

2.   Would you like something to eat now?  
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Some and Any 

Some is used with both countable and uncountable nouns.  

Some is used in positive sentences; it is also used in questions 
when we are making a request or an offer.  

Any is used in negative sentences and questions, with 
uncountable nouns and plural nouns.  

Much and Many 

 
We use much with uncount nouns in questions and negatives 
We use many with count nouns in questions and negatives. In 
the positive we use a lot of.  
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                                    UNIT 10: "Bigger and Better"  

Grammar 

Comparative and Superlative Adjectives;  

 

Have got & Have;  

• üü  We use have got and have to talk about possession.  
•  
• üü  We use have got and have to talk about relationships.  
•  
• üü  We use have got and have to talk about illnesses.  
•  
• üü  We use have got and have to talk about characteristics.  
•  
• üü  Have got is more common and sounds more natural in informal 

language.  

 

 
 


